
 
 

 

 

Webinars 

4/11: Migrate and Modernize Your LDAP Directory with RadiantOne FID 

4/25: Integrate IDaaS SSO and Cloud Directories with Your Existing LDAP Applications and Legacy

WAM Portal 

 

Download 

Solution Summary: RadiantOne Buyer’s Guide 

 

Many large enterprises still rely on legacy LDAP directories, because migrating directory configurations

and application dependencies is an expensive, technical headache. Additionally, strictly on-premise

directories no longer serve cloud-based applications, or secure and seamless user experiences—all

creating the complex need for an identity service that serves future IAM needs, without uprooting your

current system. Luckily, Radiant thrives in the complex. Without losing your original LDAP infrastructure,

RadiantOne achieves modernization of your legacy directory system with a federated identity and directory

service, by integrating all identity stores to deliver a single, global view that can support a variety of

platforms, from legacy applications to cloud solutions like Okta.

 

Webinar: 
Migrate and Modernize Your LDAP Directory with RadiantOne FID
 

Doug Simmons, Principal Consulting Analyst for TechVision Research, will discuss best strategies for

evolving legacy directories to meet today’s—and tomorrow’s—IAM needs. In one step, RadiantOne

accomplishes migration of your legacy directory with FID, and implements our performance and scalability

powerhouse, HDAP, which gives your identity environment an injection of agility and flexibility, scaling

elastically to millions of users and queries. Join us Thursday, April 11 at 11 AM PST.  

 

Date: Thursday, April 11, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern

REGISTER
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https://www2.radiantlogic.com/l/31062/2013-12-10/2ws7
https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/webinars/y2019/webinar-4-11-2019/#register
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Schedule a demo

 

Webinar: 
Integrate IDaaS SSO & Cloud Directories with Your Existing LDAP Applications & Legacy
WAM Portal
 

RadiantOne uses advanced virtualization to integrate all identity data stores—whether they’re stored on-

premises or in a cloud directory such as Okta’s—to deliver a single access point for all applications. We

will discuss the combined power of RadiantOne and Okta, describe how to evolve your identity

infrastructure in our webinar on Thursday, April 25 at 11 AM PST. 

 

Date: Thursday, April 25, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern

REGISTER

 

Download: 
RadiantOne Buyer’s Guide
 

The comprehensive guide to how RadiantOne FID provides one universal “connector” for Legacy, Cloud

and SaaS applications; IGA tools, and Cloud Directories.
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